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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As a business community, we’re continuing to deal with
the impact of COVID-19, which has – directly and indirectly
– presented a whole host of new challenges in a cautious
market.
This year has been one of the most challenging for businesses across the globe,
and the insurance market is no different. As we approach the end of the year, it’s a
good opportunity to reflect on what we’ve all dealt with – and continue to deal with
– and look at the risks and opportunities that are emerging for 2021.
In this edition of our bi-annual Business Insurance & Risk Market Update, our
experts explore the issues and trends that are currently impacting:
• global and local risk markets – with shrinking capacity it’s a challenging
environment
• financial lines – particularly in the Directors and Officers’ space
• mergers and acquisitions – how economic trends have prompted a raft of
innovation
• cyber – why there’s no longer any grey area when it comes to cyber insurance
• claims – understanding the scrutiny claims are under, and what can be done to
ease the claims process
• mental health – the impact COVID-19 has had on employees and businesses.
We also take a look at the key issues in four areas of specialism for Gallagher –
sport, transport, agriculture and mining.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE

FOCUS ON MENTAL HEALTH

If there’s one key theme that emerges from this edition of our insights report,
it’s this: our worlds are evolving at a rate of knots, and it’s taking a lot more time,
conversation and effort to get policies written and placed at present, as well as
getting claims paid.

Something that’s undeniable is the
impact that the global pandemic
has had on us from a psychological
perspective. Whether we’ve been
working from home or unable to travel,
prevented from seeing family or locked
down for months on end, it’s had a
marked effect on many.

For businesses, this means that the need to think deeply about the risks you face
has never been more important. Here at Gallagher, we are working closely with our
clients to guide them through the insurance process, identifying risks and threats,
and exploring them in conversations with underwriters and insurers.
Of course, the important first step is to ensure that you know the risks your
business is facing – which is why we specialise in certain market areas to
understand the nuances, complexities and vagaries that exist. By using our sectorspecific knowledge, we can help you identify and mitigate risks, as well as advise
and facilitate the best line-up of insurers for your business.
If, together, we can demonstrate a thorough understanding of the market and the
factors that are influencing change and the strategies that are in place to mitigate
risks, then those conversations with underwriters and insurers can be incredibly
productive.
More than ever, that personal touch, that partnership approach and that deep
understanding is key to getting the right policies in place.

Paul Harvey
Managing Director –
Specialisms

The true psychological impacts will
continue to manifest over the coming
months, but there are already some
significant repercussions when it
comes to a business’s responsibility to
create a safe working environment.
As well as dealing with the realities
of a challenging insurance market, it’s
important to remember your people.
Check in with them and make sure
they’re set up as well as they can be.
Their mental health is as important
as anything else, particularly at this
moment in time.

Mark Oatway
Managing Director –
Market Placement and Insurer Relations

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding your current insurance program,
or would like to speak to a subject matter expert to understand how topics covered in this
report relate to your industry and business, please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Contact details are provided throughout – we’d love to be able to help you.
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KEY TRENDS
•

Global market correction means
shrinking capacity and increasing
premiums

•

Significantly increased levels of
due diligence resulting in greater
demands on businesses’ time

•

Proactive, collaborative approach
and new ideas needed to ensure
suitable cover is written

Paul Harvey
Managing Director – Specialisms
T: (07) 3002 2262
M: 0419 904 391

GLOBAL RISK MARKET

MINIMISING
RISK IN A
CHALLENGING
MARKET
The global risk market is changing, and
businesses are facing new and diverse
challenges. The need for the triumvirate of
business, broker and underwriter to work
closely together has never been more
important.
Over recent months, we’ve heard and read a lot about the
global insurance market ‘hardening’. Capacity is shrinking as
the insurer market dwindles and exposure to larger risks is
minimised.
Consequently, premiums are rising – around 10-15% for
well-performing businesses here in Australia.
Over the past decade, the London market has written a
considerable volume of Australian based business – reduced
pricing levels and broad coverage conditions made London
an attractive placement option.
The London market has seen certain underwriting syndicates
lose their Lloyd's Agency status and subsequently withdraw
from the market – the remaining syndicates are on restrictive
underwriting perimeters which limit the volume of business
they are permitted to accept in any calendar year.

Increased due diligence is certainly
present with additional risk
information being sought from clients.
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Business

Broker

Underwriter

That personal touch is hugely important and at Gallagher – a business in which
the Gallagher family are actively involved – it’s at the core of everything we do.

As a result, obtaining sufficient capacity on certain risks
is proving to be a challenge for intermediaries arranging
placements into London – and to minimise the impact we’re
capturing other markets including Singapore and France,
which have well-rated capacity available, to ensure we have
options for our clients.
Rather than viewing it as a market hardening, however, we
view it as a correction, and it is important to remember that
we are coming from a decade-low base position.
Increased due diligence is certainly present with additional
risk information being sought from clients. In a lot of
respects, we’ve returned to a more normal market cycle
where insurers are undertaking that due diligence and
seeking traditional underwriting information when
considering a risk.
Coverage conditions are also being scrutinised and specific
perils such as flood and cyclone are under constant review,
while deductible levels – particularly where sub-contractors
are involved – are being increased to combat the recent run
of personal injury claims where principals are included in
third party actions.
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At Gallagher, we take a consistent, long-term approach
to our client relationships and client needs, however, in a
correcting market it’s important to look at scenarios and
situations with a fresh lens, and bring new ideas to the
table. We’re working well in advance on clients’ programs,
and spending the time to share information about what’s
happening in the insurer and capacity market.
It’s more important than ever before for businesses to work
hand-in-hand with their insurance broker to fully understand
the dynamics at play, the risks and the opportunities. It’s vital
your broker understands your business, and that everything
that the insurer will cover during the due diligence process is
explored.
That personal touch is hugely important and at Gallagher – a
business in which the Gallagher family are actively involved –
it’s at the core of everything we do.
Ultimately, when a client, underwriter and broker work
together and are in sync and working for one mutual
outcome, it’s a winning combination – and that’s rarely been
so important as it is in today’s global risk market.

◆
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KEY TRENDS
•

Fast developing risk conditions presents
a challenge for insurers

•

Being able to demonstrate robust
risk management policies is vital to
negotiating insurance cover

•

A strategic – potentially multi-insurer –
approach is needed to find the optimal
solutions

Michael Herron
National Head,
Professional & Financial Risks
T: (02) 9242 2064
M: 0466 391 061

FINANCIAL LINES

THE IMPORTANCE
OF PROACTIVITY
AND PARTNERSHIP
Financial lines premium increases have soared
in recent years, but we’re fast approaching a
viability tipping point. A proactive approach
to risk management and policy placement is
needed.
Over the past 12 months, the financial lines market has
become an increasingly difficult area of insurance, with
insurers becoming more and more nervous about Directors
and Officers' Liability (D&O) insurance and management
liability cover.
Insurers are rating D&O for class action potential which is
considered most likely for ASX 200 companies. While small
to mid-sized businesses are closely scrutinised for financial
or solvency risk – given the potential for Government
support packages to come to an end.
Insurers are approaching D&O and management liability
renewals as if a fiscal cliff is imminent. At the same time,
insurers are wary of risks emerging that weren’t such an issue
12 months ago. For example, businesses implementing cost
cutting measures such as staff lay-offs can face employment
practice liability for wrongful dismissal claims.
Insurers are also asking for detail on how companies are
managing employee wellbeing. You’ve also got a whole
range of issues that may emerge as a result of people
working from home – from a cyber/IT security and
operational perspective, as well as a health and safety
perspective. For instance, people may be working from
the kitchen table for long periods of time as opposed to an
ergonomically-designed office.

As well as the fiscal cliff we’re
seemingly facing, the challenge for
insurers is that there are a number of
risks emerging that weren’t such an
issue 12 months ago.
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FINANCIAL LINES

When we are talking to insurers to get the right policy for our clients, there’s
a lot of negotiation around many aspects of the policy – there are many
assumptions made that will be included if you don’t dig deep.
High profile employment disputes such as the Israel Folau case, which saw an out
of court settlement of a wrongful dismissal claim concerning freedom of speech
and religion, was another interesting development that businesses need to think
carefully about. Insurers certainly are (and are also considering the potential for
disputes involving belief as it concerns faith-based or educational organisations).
When we are talking to insurers to get the right policy for our clients, there is a lot
of negotiation around many aspects of the policy. Insurers will make assumptions if
the narrative is missing.
Many risk assumptions can be challenged by showing strong mitigation processes
and strategies in place. Some of those factors that are provoking insurer
nervousness can be softened by having, for example, the right policies and training
for people who are working from home.
Directors and Officers’ insurance
has been an area of increasing
concern for businesses, brokers
and insurers for several years now.
In an increasingly litigious world
in which litigation funding has
been readily available, a number of
class actions and cases have been
brought against companies. In a
recession, the number of cases
can increase due to stock market
volatility and financial shocks.
In many instances, these cases
are settled out of court, with
companies falling back on their
insurance as cover.
A recent court ruling may change
that approach, however.
A class action against Worley
Parsons that alleged the
engineering company misled
investors after cutting profit
forecasts was dismissed in the
Federal Court. This judgement,
followed a class action against
Myer earlier this year which was
settled in court.
These judgments may well give
companies and insurers the
confidence and appetite to go
the distance in court, rather than
settling beforehand.
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For instance, by demonstrating that employees have been set up correctly in
their dedicated home office and are given regular cyber training, some of those
perceived risks can be downgraded.
We are increasingly working with businesses in a consultancy capacity to help
them identify vulnerabilities and build this risk management into their businesses
– not only does it help them in terms of their insurance, but it also helps create a
more robust and resilient operation, which is going to be increasingly important
over the coming years.
Of course, as businesses will only be too well aware, premiums in this space have
increased year on year, and while there are growing risks, there’s got to be some
realism too. Some of the quotes we see at present are simply unrealistic. We’ve
said to insurers that this isn’t an elastic band that can be stretched forever, because
soon it could get to the point where businesses won’t take up this insurance, and
it’s going to change buying patterns.
At present, we’re talking with several companies, be that at senior management
or board level, that are looking for guidance around these issues – and there are
potential solutions out there.
Taking a strategic approach is vitally important, and from a broker’s perspective, it’s
about understanding our clients’ business fully, as well as understanding what the
insurers want.
It’s critical to know which insurers can take on that particular risk – and which ones
don’t. Some may not have an appetite for risk A, for example, but are happy to take
on risk B. In some cases, the best results come from building a program of insurers
to cover all of the risks a business faces.
Another strategic lever for businesses is sharing some risk – maybe by a bigger
excess or retention, self-insurance or co-insurance. If we can say ‘the client will
stand with you,’ that can make a significant impact.
Ultimately it’s about getting the right deal and the right coverage – and in financial
lines, that’s becoming increasingly challenging for businesses and brokers to do if
it’s not approached thoroughly and strategically.

◆
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KEY TRENDS
•

Economic conditions have resulted in
M&A insurance innovations

•

Due to an increase in distressed
businesses, M&A is becoming
increasingly complex and heavily
negotiated

•

Insurance market is being prepared for a
potential rise in synthetic W&I policies to
cover unknowns

Antony Butcher
National Practice Leader
M&A Insurance Services
T: (02) 9242 2007
M: 0466 933 514

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

INTO THE
UNKNOWN
The economic impact of COVID-19 has led to
fewer M&A deals taking place in the first half
of 2020; however, activity has ramped up and
we expect to see considerable M&A activity
during 2021. Insurers and clients have been
innovating to ensure they have the right tools
in their toolbox to get deals done.
Over the past 12 months, we’ve seen significant innovation in
the area of mergers and acquisitions insurance. Due in part
to fewer deals taking place and more stringent terms being
included in transaction agreements, insurers have shown
a greater appetite to take on some of the more ‘hairy’ or
known legal and tax risks in an attempt to deploy available
capacity for the business and differentiate themselves.
And it will be interesting to see how this plays out over the
coming months, as we expect to see an increase in M&A
activity – particularly distressed deals and deals involving
“founder” or family owned private companies that are being
triggered into selling out.
Of course, the dynamics of this area are relatively fluid at
present, with the suspension of insolvency laws until the end
of December 2020 and the proposed insolvency reforms.
However, movement will happen.
As a consequence, M&A deals are going to be increasingly
nuanced and trickier than they have been in recent years,
and businesses need to ensure they’re covered for the
unknown risks as well as the known risks, which warranty and
indemnity insurance (W&I) typically covers.

M&A deals are going to be
increasingly nuanced and trickier
than they have been in recent years,
and businesses need to ensure they’re
covered for the unknown risks.
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MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

In an environment of distressed sales, insolvency specialists and administrators may
be involved – and getting full visibility of everything you need to satisfy a deal can
be challenging.

Both insurers and clients have driven this innovation. An
increasing number of tax professionals are joining insurers to
work on M&A, and this has helped lower some costs as risks
are better understood.
Clients are also driving innovation – for example, buyers in an
auction process are proactively taking insurance out against
a known tax risk or pending dispute or litigation risk to take
an issue off the table immediately, rather than entering
protracted negotiations with the seller.
Sellers, meanwhile, are taking out insurance to take issues off
the table before a deal’s even gone to market.

INSURING TAX ASSETS
In response to the evolving M&A landscape, Gallagher
– in partnership with Icen Risk – has developed an
insurance product to provide protection specifically for
the availability of tax assets.
There’s always a degree of uncertainty when it comes
to the valuation and availability of tax assets. In the
M&A context, a buyer may be interested in a business’s
unused tax assets, which could be used to offset the
buyer’s profits.
While coverage for tax assets can sit under a warranty
and indemnity (W&I) policy, it does add additional time
to the W&I underwriting timetable and can impact clear
conduct provisions. Sharing the insured W&I limit is also
a consideration.
There is also a potential issue when it comes to relying
on a warranty of tax indemnity to guarantee the future
availability of tax assets. After all, warranties by their
nature are statements of fact about the past, and the tax
indemnity only covers taxes that should have been paid
up to completion.
A standalone tax policy can run parallel with the W&I
process, and can potentially offer greater coverage
than relying on the warranty wording. We recommend
considering using a standalone tax policy during a
merger or acquisition.
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SYNTHETIC W&I –
A SUBSTITUTE FOR FULL VISIBILITY
Of course, in an environment of distressed sales, insolvency
specialists and administrators may be involved – and getting
full visibility of everything you need to satisfy a deal can be
challenging.
Synthetic W&I policies are becoming a more viable option in
the current environment, and can potentially enable deals to
be written that maybe wouldn’t have been in previous years.
As distressed deals increase, this is something we could see
more of and the insurance market is being prepared with a
bespoke process and underwriting model for a synthetic W&I
solution.
Synthetic policies contain warranty wording that is not
dependent on the negotiations between the buyer and seller,
but the buyer and insurer – an option when purchasing
a distressed business from an administrator who won’t
necessarily know everything you need to know about a
company.

◆

The M&A landscape is evolving continually
and requires a proactive approach.
Speak with our expert M&A team to
help get one step ahead.
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KEY TRENDS
•

A holistic and proactive approach is
needed towards cybersecurity and
cyber resilience

•

Expectations on boards and senior
management have increased

•

As one in three cyber incidents
are down to human error, risk
management principles, ongoing
training and education are vital

Robyn Adcock
Cyber / Tech Practice Leader
T: (02) 9242 2008
M: 0414 971 918

Alberto Piccenna
Client Manager,
Professional & Financial Risks
T: (02) 9242 2076
M: 0466 928 955

CYBER

TIME’S UP!
THERE ARE NO MORE
WARNINGS WHEN IT
COMES TO CYBERCRIME
In the list of business risks, cybercrime is right
up there at the top.
Online crime is quickly increasing in its
frequency, scale and sophistication, and how
we deal with it, manage it and minimise those
risks is right at the top of the government’s
list, too.
Over recent years, the Federal Government has put
significant work into cyber safety and awareness. In August,
the updated cybersecurity strategy was introduced and it
brought with it a significant onus on businesses to secure
their products and services, and protect their customers.
The Government has reemphasised a baseline cybersecurity
recommendation, The ACSC Essential Eight, which
businesses are advised to adhere to as a minimum.
The increased emphasis and awareness of the threats posed
by cybercriminals is evident in contractual requirements
clients are now facing.
We are now commonly seeing a specific requirement for
cyber insurance to be listed alongside professional indemnity
(PI) and public liability. Previously those requirements could
fall into grey areas of PI or other liability policies.

You can have the best IT team in the
world looking after your cybersecurity,
but the unfortunate reality is more
than one in three cybersecurity
events are down to human error –
with email being a major road in for
cybercriminals.
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CYBER

CYBER RESILIENCE
OR CYBERSECURITY:
DO YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE?
An important differentiation to understand is
between cyber resilience and cybersecurity.
Cybersecurity: the tools, processes and procedures businesses have in
place to prevent a cyber incident
Cyber resilience: how a business reacts after a cyber incident
Often, IT teams – whether internal or external – may believe cyber
insurance isn’t altogether necessary due to the tools and processes they
have in place.
However, in this instance, they may be only thinking of cybersecurity.
Cyber resilience has a far broader impact – including how the business can
recover from the effect of an incident and yet minimise its reputational
damage.
Cyber insurance helps both cybersecurity and resilience, and both IT
leaders and business leaders must be brought into conversations around
cyber requirements.

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS

From data breaches to reputational
damage, there’s a considerable
amount at stake for a business.

As you’d expect in a rapidly evolving market with shrinking
capacity, due in part to the significant increase in both
volume and cost of claims (including the unpredictability
of claim costs), those policies come with an in-depth and
increasing requirement for verification of risk management
procedures.
There’s now an absolute expectation that the board of
directors and senior management of every business
understand the risk cyber poses, have it built into their risk
management framework and create business continuity and
disaster recovery plans with cyber breaches in mind.
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The adage of prevention being better than a cure has rarely
been more applicable than it is here.
From data breaches to reputational damage, there’s a
considerable amount at stake for a business. From the
insurers’ perspective, premiums are increasing because it’s a
risk that’s complex and difficult to assess, and consequently,
the reinsurance market is contracting.
Therefore, to minimise premium increases and keep policies
available, businesses need to demonstrate a robust, proactive
and continual approach to risk management.
And that’s critical because while you can have the best
IT team in the world looking after your cybersecurity, the
unfortunate reality is more than one in three cybersecurity
events are down to human error – with email being a major
road in for cybercriminals.
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CYBER

Insurers and underwriters are clearly
saying cyber is only covered under
cyber insurance, and will no longer
be covered under PI or public liability,
so businesses need specific cyber
cover for contractual, regulatory and
compliance purposes.

This risk has increased substantially as more and more
people work from home. They have been removed from the
relative safety of their corporate security systems, and are
often using their own devices to access sensitive information.
Therefore, as well as having the right software, systems
and processes in place, it’s important to have a program of
continual education in place for employees.
This should include regular testing – including sending
‘spoof’ phishing emails to staff to assess where weak points
in the chain may be.
The challenging thing with cybercrime and, therefore, the
cybersecurity and resilience measures businesses have in
place is that cyber is not set and forget, it’s a never-ending,
continual journey that doesn’t have a destination.
That’s why cyber cannot be a box-ticking exercise – it needs
to be a day-to-day focus in the business, because tomorrow,
there’ll be a new cyber threat to face.
The potential effects are enormous. Companies have lost
clients and employees after a cyber attack.
Is your business set up to meet the challenge?

◆

THE SUPPLY CHAIN OR
THIRD PARTY RISK
It’s a question of trust. As well as ensuring your
business’s cybersecurity and resilience practices are up
to speed, there’s another area that needs focus – your
supply chain partners.
Your supply chain presents avenues into your business,
so businesses need to measure and audit the cyber
measures and processes in place within the supply and
value chain.
If your business’s data has been breached, you still
have the responsibility to report it to the Privacy
Commissioner, regardless of whether it was breached
directly or indirectly.

Are you cyber ready?
The world of cybercrime is the most rapidly changing area of business risk and,
with increasing expectations around businesses’ compliance and preventative measures,
it can be hard to keep up with. Please contact our cyber risk team to discuss the steps you
can take to improve the cyber safety of your business.
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KEY TRENDS
•

Insurers requesting increased levels of
information when assessing claims

•

La Niña weather front means increased
chances of weather-related claims –
businesses need to prepare

•

Good housekeeping in terms of
maintenance and record-keeping
essential

Adam Squire
Head of Claims
T: (02) 9424 1753
M: 0428 305 494

CLAIMS

INCREASED SCRUTINY
HIGHLIGHTS NEED FOR
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
The hardening of the market means that
insurers are requiring increasing amounts
of information about claims. Having
this information to hand relies on good
housekeeping – as does minimising the risks
in the first place.
The impact of a harder market not only affects the capacity
and risk appetite of insurers – it impacts the claims
environment, too.
The work brokers have to do to get claims paid has certainly
increased, both in terms of technical argument needed as
well as the time required. The level of proof required around
a claim is a lot higher than it was, and insurers are going
deeper into confirming indemnity and the quantum involved
– there’s a lot more microanalysis than we’ve seen in the past.

THE CLAIMS HORIZON
Last summer we had the catastrophic bushfires, this year –
given the La Niña weather front that we are facing – it’s more
likely that we’ll see damage from storms, cyclones, floods
and the like.

It’s important for businesses
to do their housekeeping, and have
the right things in place so if they
need to make a claim it’s as
straightforward as possible.

Now’s the time to make sure that you not only have the
right insurance in place, of course, but you’ve done all of
your housekeeping with regards to minimising the potential
for damage. Make sure your gutters and downpipes are
clear; park vehicles in undercover cark parks to prevent hail
damage.

BUSINESS INSURANCE & RISK MARKET UPDATE
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With border closures and the uncertainty surrounding the impact of COVID-19...
there’ll be a lot more reliance on digital assessing when it comes to claims.

Last summer, in response to the bushfires, we saw insurers,
underwriters and brokers descend on areas that had been
subject to catastrophe to help manage claims. With
border closures and the uncertainty surrounding the impact
of COVID-19, it’s going to be difficult to take the same
approach this year, so there’ll be a lot more reliance on
digital assessing.

Ultimately, it’s important for businesses to do their
housekeeping, and have the right things in place so if they
need to make a claim it’s as straightforward as possible:
• financial records – are they up-to-date and clear?
• sums insured – are they right and reflect the value of risk?
• risk management – have you done everything an insurer
has asked, and can you prove it?

Being able to provide digital pictures and videos to a broker
will be hugely helpful if there’s a claim.

WISE AFTER THE EVENT

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING IS KEY FOR CLAIMS

Insurance is something we buy but don’t want to use –
a claim happens after an event, and is a very stressful time.

Insurers are understandably nervous around the Directors
and Officers’ space in particular. From a claims perspective,
if there was a potential claim, we’d usually notify the insurer
that it was a possibility – put them on notice.

For CFOs and business leaders, now’s the time to review
those mitigations that are in place. What else could you do to
minimise the risk of flood damage, or fire?

Previously, that would have been enough. Now, insurers are
increasingly requiring huge depths of information at that
very early stage, which requires a lot more work on the
client’s behalf for something that may not even eventuate.

Undertaking those steps will be far easier, and far less time
consuming, than dealing with the consequential business
damage and the claims process.

◆

That’s where a good broker will really help – we can guide
clients through that process, advocate for them and use our
relationships with insurers to good effect.
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KEY TRENDS
•

The mental strain employees continue to
be under due to COVID-19 is significant

•

Employers have a duty of care for their
employees’ mental health

•

Responsibility for employees’ working
from home environment extends far
beyond ergonomics

MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING

THE CHANGING FACE
OF EMPLOYERS’
OBLIGATIONS TO
THEIR EMPLOYEES
From mental health to physical safety,
working from home has brought with it some
significant obligations for employers – and a
raft of new considerations.

Vivienne Toll
National Head of Workplace Risk
T: (02) 9242 2084
M: 0466 429 224

COVID-19 has had a profound impact on workers and our
concept of work and workplaces, and a significant amount of
uncertainty continues to remain for businesses heading into
2021.
The potential for new clusters and cycles of infection –
and, indeed, future pandemics – to impact safe working
arrangements is a topic close to many of us.
It’s sometimes easy to forget that before COVID-19 took full
control of our media, our lives and our liberties, we’d just
gotten over the disastrous 2019/2020 bushfire and flood
season.
The uncertainty, ambiguity and radical change that we’ve
all lived through, and continue to live through, is a breeding
ground for worker anxiety, stress and helplessness – personal
challenges that are at odds with safe mental health practices
for good work.
And that’s a major obligation and challenge for businesses to
manage.
The level of concern and anxiety in our communities and
workplaces should not be underestimated.

Most work-from-home risk
assessments considered ergonomics
and safe workstation set up;
however, employers now need to be
focused on ensuring that workers have
the training in place to disclose when
they are at risk.

BUSINESS INSURANCE & RISK MARKET UPDATE
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MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING

The uncertainty, ambiguity and radical change that we’ve all lived through,
and continue to live through, is a breeding ground for worker anxiety, stress
and helplessness – personal challenges that are at odds with safe mental
health practices for good work.
THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY IDENTIFICATION
For employers, the early identification of mental health issues is fundamental to the
wellbeing of workers.
Proactive communication of policy and other resources from employers is critically
important to both assist in preventing mental health stressors for workers and
develop more resilience in business operations.
The availability of employee assistance programs or free resources should be
communicated broadly by employers and also specifically where workers are
identified as not coping or displaying marked changes in behaviour.
For businesses that have moved workforces to home-based activity, it’s important
to understand the obligations that come with that, as the worker’s home (if they
are undertaking work-related activity) will be clearly designated a ‘workplace’ for
the purposes of workers' compensation.
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7,200
Australians are compensated
for work-related mental
health conditions, equating
to around 6% of workers’
compensation claims.
Source: Safework Australia
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MENTAL HEALTH & WELLBEING

Approximately

$543 million
is paid in workers’ compensation for
work-related mental health conditions.
Source: Safework Australia

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE – A WORKPLACE RISK
For many businesses, domestic violence was not viewed as
a work-related risk prior to sending workers to work from
home.
Most work-from-home risk assessments considered,
ergonomics and safe workstation set-up; however employers
now need to be focused on ensuring that workers have the
training in place to disclose when and where they are at risk,
via a sensitive and confidential channel.
A recent NSW Court of Appeals judgement involving a 2010
case where a woman whose working from home hours
stretched beyond her scheduled nine-to-five work time was
deemed to be in the course of her employment when she
was tragically killed by her partner in a domestic violence
incident.
The Court of Appeal awarded her surviving children nearly
$450,000 in death benefits and found that while it was
possible the worker was killed before her official start time,
her practice of taking work calls as early as 7am showed it
was likely she had started work when she died.
More progressive employers have already reviewed their
policies, procedures and training programs to close gaps and
ensure that both workers and line managers understand the
protections that are available to support workers impacted
by domestic violence.
The challenge of working from home has also increased the
risk of social isolation and workplace dislocation. COVID-19
has forced us apart and taken people away from their
traditional workplaces – and it’s incumbent on businesses to
ensure their health and safety processes reflect that.

◆
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GALLAGHER: SPECIALISM FOCUS
At Gallagher, we have a number of specialisms – sectors and industries
we focus on to ensure we provide our clients with deep market
understanding and expertise.
Here’s what’s going on in four of our areas of focus.

AGRICULTURE
The La Niña cycle means a higher likelihood of above-average rainfall might impact
current broadacre crops, which could cause yield or quality issues in the short term.
Longer term, however, it could have a silver lining if it breaks the drought in those
areas that are still suffering and fills dams that are still well below 50% capacity.
This will allow irrigated cropping to ramp up again in northwestern New South
Wales and southern and central Queensland.
Due to the fires in NSW, Victoria and Kangaroo Island, in particular, there’s reduced
capacity for plantation – excesses have increased and terms hardened. It’s
understandable – those fires cost insurers $200m in claims.
We’re keeping a watching brief on China’s stance regarding Australia’s agricultural
exports too – barley, wine, cotton, timber and aquaculture have all been impacted,
and it’s a huge issue given those agricultural exports are worth approximately $12b.
In contrast to the comprehensive multi-peril covers available overseas, crop
insurance is very limited in Australia in terms of both the perils that can be insured
and crops that can be covered. We are hoping that the increasing availability of
Index product/parametric solutions will fill some of the coverage and capacity gaps
of the traditional insurance market, bringing in new capacity and new insurers.

◆

John van der Vegt
National Head of Agriculture
T: (02) 9424 1893
M: 0413 526 370
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SPORT
There are several emerging risks in the area of sports
insurance, including chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE), as well as the National Redress Scheme (NRS) and the
ongoing impact of COVID-19.
Awareness of concussions and CTE has continued to
have prominence in the Australian sporting community,
particularly following a number of post-mortem diagnoses of
CTE, including for AFL great Danny Frawley.

As with many other aspects of life, of course, COVID-19
provides its own specific challenges. We are now seeing
limited coverage offered for COVID-19-related medical
expenses, subject to insurer consideration and provision
of biosecurity protocols. Reduced coverage and increased
premium cost will put an added burden on sports bodies
participating in international qualification matches, and
potentially restrict revenue opportunities from competing in
these events.

Medical research in this space has, so far, been limited – and
given the multiple participant pathways and teams across
a player’s career, the claims exposure will prove difficult to
quantify.

The restrictions on travel have also had consequences for
sports insurance, with the loss of deposits and cancellation
expenses, repatriation and evacuation costs, as well as
accommodation expenses all figuring highly for insurers.

However, medical research continues to advance, and with a
greater understanding of diagnosis, treatment methods and
prevention protocols, we expect scope for underwriters to
gain better causal understanding in the medium term.

It’s also a market that is becoming more challenging for
sporting bodies – particularly Directors and Officers' liability
– following increasing claims activity impacting local and
global insurers.

The NRS, which provides support to people who were
sexually abused as children while in the care of institutions
(including sporting organisations), and holds institutions
accountable for the abuse, is continuing to be a topic of
conversation for insurers as they try to work out how they
will respond.

National and overseas clubs/associations across a broad
cross-section of sports have all managed damaging incidents
in recent years, and potential exposure of the management
and executive teams of these sporting bodies is now under
heavy scrutiny.

The maximum amount of compensation payable per claim
under the scheme is $150,000, and an issue of concern is
the financial requirements of the scheme. The scheme was
established for major institutions such as churches and didn’t
take into account sporting organisations. Some sports may
be challenged by the financial requirements of joining the
NRS (with maximum pay outs up to $150,000). It is also
unclear how insurers will respond to the NRS in terms of
premium increases, claims or coverage restrictions.

ajg.com.au

◆

Steve van Leeuwen
National Head of Sport
T: (02) 8838 5773
M: 0419 251 541
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GALLAGHER: SPECIALISM FOCUS

MINING
After more than four decades as a mining insurance broker,
I’ve seen a lot of different markets and a changing focus
by mining specialist insurers. Over the years, these have
changed from underground flooding to pit wall failure,
to fire suppression of the MCC to girth gears to natural
catastrophes. Now there is a lot of attention on tailings dams.
A broad range of risks are still taken into consideration,
but there is a much sharper focus on tailings dams from
both a property and a liability perspective. Insurers will
only consider offering cover to miners with ANCOLD or
ICOLD compliant dams and only with current acceptable
geotechnical surveys. Fortunately in Australia this tends to
be the case.
Mine location is also a big factor and we are seeing a
challenge in finding capacity for risks in cyclone-prone areas.
This is likely exacerbated by the current La Niña weather
pattern.
Gallagher is an African mining specialist and African
locations bring new requirements for cover. Riot, strike and
civil commotion cover is a case in point. Insurer appetite
has been significantly reduced with limits going down from
about $50m to $5m. Miners are taking what they can get.
Political violence cover is also recommended but this comes
at an increased cost because it includes cover for war and
terrorism. One of the most significant challenges when
mining in African countries at present is finding A rated
capacity.
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There are a number of things mining clients can do to
prepare for renewal:
1.

make sure the mine is surveyed, and risk
recommendations have been attended to

2.

ensure a recognised geotechnical engineer has surveyed
the tailings dam, and recommendations have been
attended to

3.

engage with insurers and build a relationship with them.

In a challenging market, it’s especially important to work
closely with your broker, underwriter and insurer to
ensure you’ve got the necessary cover in place. By using
the in-depth expertise of a broker who understands your
industry as well as the specialty insurance sector, you can be
confident of getting informed advice that’s specific to you
and your sector.

◆

John Koeppler
National Head of Mining
T: (08) 6250 8412
M: 0448 944 922
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TRANSPORT
Transport generally does well in a downturn and this year is no different. However,
the usual challenges – a shortage of skilled drivers and ongoing issues with return
on investment – remain.
In addition, there is a large problem with congestion on the ports. The delays in
Botany have meant some shipping companies simply won’t go there any longer,
while transport companies are having to pass on large demurrage costs to clients
due to delays in shipping.
In relation to insurance of fleets, values are increasing due to higher volumes of
work. This remains positive for the insurers and clients, as the insurer has a higher
policy amount and the transport operators aren’t as affected by the hard market
conditions.
The largest emerging risk in the transport industry is the same as every other
industry – cyber. Client data breaches and other cyber incidents continue to
present a genuine threat. Transport industry participants are susceptible to
cybercrime just like any other industry, particularly in the space of creditor
payments going to the wrong accounts. Leading operators are not slow to
recognise and respond to this risk.
Finance overexposure is another area of concern. Due to the high volumes of work
being generated by online purchasing, operators ‘growing broke’ becomes an issue.
There needs to be a balance of ensuring all new assets purchased are operating
profitably from day one. Experienced operators would rather turn away work than
grow their fleet for the sake of rubber on the road ahead of profit.

◆

Roz Shaw
National Head of Transport and
Family Business Client Management
T: (07) 3002 2287
M: 0418 739 272

At Gallagher, we have specific expertise in the following areas:
• Agricultural Services

• Food Production

• Mining

• Trade Credit

• Aviation

• Insolvency and
Turnaround

• Political Risk

• Surety Bonds

• Professional Risks

• Transport

• Marine, Cargo and
Logistics

• Sport

• Workplace Risk

• Construction
• Energy
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THE VALUE
OF A BROKER

EXPERIENCE THE VALUE WITH GALLAGHER
The value of a broker extends beyond the placement of insurance. Value sits at
the heart of what drives longer term relationships – responsiveness, knowledge,
communication and partnership – and a shared commitment to achieving the best
outcomes for you and your business or organisation.

The role of Gallagher is simple –
to help your business face its future with confidence.
How do we do that? By knowing your business, loving your industry and
understanding the risks it faces. Insurance is fundamentally about protection,
providing continuity and keeping the business moving forward.
Gallagher is much more than a simple price comparison service. We take the
time to gain a deep understanding of your business and industry, and work in
partnership with your team to implement a robust risk management program that
protects you now and into the future.

MAKING SENSE OF CHANGE AND DISRUPTION
IN THE INSURANCE MARKET
In the current market we are seeing premium and rate movement across
many lines of insurance. While part of the conversation is understandably
focused on balancing the need for certainty and security, forward planning is
also required to manage the cost perspective within the business and selling
your risk to the underwriter.
And with reduced underwriting risk appetite, policy wording may change –
meaning things that were previously covered may not be when it comes to renewal.
In both cases, we can help.
An experienced broker can help your business by exploring all options
available and presenting a selection of coverage, pricing and funding options
to ensure that you are fully protected.
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CONTRIBUTORS

We hope you have found this report valuable
and that it has provided useful information on
important conditions that are topical from an
insurance and business perspective.

Join the conversation
@Gallagher_AUS

Should you require any advice about your current
risk management program, please contact us.

Paul Harvey

Adam Squire

Managing Director – Specialisms

Head of Claims

T: (07) 3002 2262
M: 0419 904 391

T: (02) 9424 1753
M: 0428 305 494

Mark Oatway

Vivienne Toll

Managing Director – Placement

National Head of Workplace Risk

T: (02) 9242 2062
M: 0408 346 173

T: (02) 9242 2084
M: 0466 429 224

Michael Herron

John van der Vegt

National Head, Professional & Financial Risks

National Head of Agriculture

T: (02) 9242 2064
M: 0466 391 061

T: (02) 9424 1893
M: 0413 526 370

Antony Butcher

Roz Shaw

National Practice Leader, M&A Insurance Services

National Head of Transport and
Family Business Client Management

T: (02) 9242 2007
M: 0466 933 514

T: (07) 3002 2287
M: 0418 739 272

Robyn Adcock

Steve van Leeuwen

Cyber / Tech Practice Leader

National Head of Sport

T: (02) 9242 2008
M: 0414 971 918

T: (02) 8838 5773
M: 0419 251 541

Alberto Piccenna

John Koeppler

Client Manager, Professional & Financial Risks

National Head of Mining

T: (02) 9242 2076
M: 0466 928 955

T: (08) 6250 8412
M: 0448 944 922
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